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Notes on short talks given by members at HLHS AGM, September 2015
Memories of horses – Lyndon Taylor
When Lyndon was a boy in Newtown, there was a Mr Rue in Paris Street. Further up
the road there was Cullens Horse Bazaar (79 Paris Street). This was like an arena with
peat on floor. Horses were bought and sold here. Theatre Royal had a show with
elephants kept at Cullens; these would parade up Paris Street.
Gypsies tell age of horses by length of teeth – known to file the teeth down so horses
appear younger. Gypsy Small lived in Whipton Barton.
In 1922 there were 17 horse dealers in Exeter; also blacksmiths in town. Mr Ferry in
Summerland Street; Mr Beer in Haven Banks; Mr Kemp in Whipton Village near the
stream crossing – still there in 1958.
Lyndon remembers a pole elevator in fields in Beacon Heath; horses would walk ‘round
this.
Co-op delivered milk in four-wheeled wagons from Belgrave Road.
Council had a lovely display of local horses – wonderful displays in local carnivals
(Lyndon has photos).
Jimmy Guy of Exwick road – had an old glass hearse.

Cemetery Avenue from 1898 - Tony Langmead
Heavitree Parish Magazine 1898 had first record of Cemetery Avenue, Polsloe Park
(now called St Marks Avenue). Business there was called Collard & Collard. Land there
purchased in approx 1898 - all records lost. By 1930 the business was called A Collard.
Tony has plans if required. Now called Collard
House. Stone sill originally had ‘Collard’ carved
in it.
Tony presented a plan of St Marks Avenue &
Ladysmith Road in 1953. Tony’s father worked
to build another house on end of Commins
Road. Somebody at the City Council was against
this and wanted to compulsory-purchase this.
Due to a mix up this never happened & Tony
rented this until the 1980s. Had an offer to buy

it from the Council in the 80s. They wanted Tony to maintain the façade even though it
wasn’t a listed building or in a conservation area.
Coming up-to-date: Langmeads are going to keep the main building but have sold off
land to allow the building of a 2 bed + a 4 bed house. Premises will retain the name
Collard House, whilst the 4 bed house will be called Collard House, and the 2 bed house
will be called Masons House.
Incidentally, the short stretch of road that now joins St Marks Avenue to Ladysmith
Road wasn’t originally there. It was added to prevent the need for hearses heading to
the cemetery from Ladysmith Road having to go out onto Pinhoe Road in order to
access St Marks Avenue.

Refurbishment of the Gordon Lamp – Susie Hewitt (Exeter Civic Society
committee)
Work on arranging started in autumn 2014. Susie met with various parties from the
Council. The estimated cost was £4000. The Civic Society pledged £1000; Olwen Foggitt
gave money from the Localities Budget; the man that suggested a refurbishment of the
lamp pledged money; also money from the Exeter Historic Buildings Trust. £5000 was
actually raised, but the cost of the project had grown even beyond this. Exeter City
Council pledged to meet any shortfall. No VAT to pay.
Work on the lamp itself is due to start in November 2015. Would like to have an
information board but looking for a suitable site. Was not possible to save the original
lamp, already removed – a replacement will cost £1500 alone. Lettering also to be
redone. All work to be done on a Sunday.

Polsloe Park – Martin Weiler
In 1889 posters around Heavitree advertising the sale of building parts as Polsloe House
was to be demolished. Land now bordered by Polsloe Road, Pinhoe Road, Ladysmith
Road, South Avenue was at the time one piece of land. The house was situated just
behind the café at No.1 Polsloe Road.
The house was sold in 1846 to a Wesley Taylor as “a most desirable piece of land”. In
the 1860s land was sold off for North and South Avenue, built in 1864. After 1889, Park
Road had quite a major sports stadium; this however only lasted 10-15 years before
homes were built and brickworks opened.
Easy to see how in the space of 50 or so years, the area went from being an enormous
park to tightly packed housing.

Update on HLHS Display Material
We are pleased to report that the new display boards made an excellent information
stand at this year's Party in the Park. They were quick and easy to assemble, and the
information displayed attracted a large number of people. We had a slight issue with
tethering the boards, as they are so lightweight (for easy storage/transportation!) that
the wind threatened to blow them over.

Devonia Pottery
Following our appeal in the last newsletter,
how fortuitous that a HLHS member has come
forward as an expert on the history of Devonia
Pottery! A few years ago, Frank Potter
acquired two pieces of pottery, both stamped
with 'Devonia Pottery, Exeter, England.' The
name sparked his interest, and he appealed
for help in researching the firm in a local
newspaper. His appeal was answered by the
son of the joint founder of the pottery, who, together with Frank's own research,
provided him with enough information to piece together the life story of the company.
This is what Frank discovered:
POTTERING ABOUT
It is a little known fact that for a few years after WW2 a small pottery existed in Exeter,
trading under the name of Devonia Pottery. This is not to be confused with a much
older established firm called Devonia Art Pottery in Stoke-on-Trent, that specialised in
Crested China, but that is another story. Both potteries however mainly targeted sales
at the holiday souvenir trade.
The Exeter venture was started in 1951 by Thomas Stanley Harris and William Ruscoe.
The latter came to Exeter from the Potteries in 1944 as Pottery Master at Exeter School
of Art, then situated in the Royal Albert Museum in Queen Street. It must have been a
considerable feather in the cap for William Green, the principal. He himself had a
background in the Potteries and this may have influenced Ruscoe to come here. Ruscoe
was very highly thought of by Gordon Forsyth the
Principal of Burslem School of Art and one of the
leading exponents of his craft. T.S. Harris was
Ruscoe's father-in-law and Ruscoe's wife Olga,
Harris's daughter, had been a paintress for
Fieldings Crown Devon (situated in Stoke
notwithstanding the name).
The Exeter premises were a small building at the
bottom of Birchy Barton Hill formerly occupied by
Western Chemicals. The earth floor was replaced
with concrete and a small kiln installed. The
products if the firm were admittedly not of great
quality, being small knick-knacks such as ash
trays, egg cups and miniature Toby jugs featuring
Uncle Tom Cobley and friends. The clay was produced by Honiton Pottery and
commercial moulds were used. I like to think however that Olga or even Ruscoe himself
may possibly have lent a hand. I have two hand-decorated pieces as well as a few of the
commercial wares. Olga worked as a draughtsman for Herbert Read the ecclesiastical
carvers and furnishers and she also illustrated her husband's books.

Ruscoe himself
was
an
interesting man.
born in 1904, he
studied
ceramics
at
Burslem School
of Art at about
the same time
as
such
luminaries
as
Susie Cooper,
Clarice Cliff and
Charlotte Rhead
at the height of
the Art Deco
period.
He
wrote a number
William Ruscoe teaching students at Exeter College of Art
of books on the
potter's art and experimented with glazes and firing techniques. He modelled a
memorial to R.J.Mitchell the designer of the Spitfire and another to the author Arnold
Bennett. Examples of his work are to be found in museums all over the world and he is
also represented in RAMM's collection.
Ruscoe died in 1990 and Olga in 1998. The little pottery in Heavitree closed in about
1959 or 1960 and the equipment was sold. The backstamp on its products was Devonia
Pottery Exeter England. I doubt whether there are very many examples surviving, but
you do occasionally come across one. In later years Ruscoe signed his more prestigious
pots William Ruscoe in full.
Frank Potter

Heavitree Titanic Memorials
The sinking of the Titanic on its maiden voyage in
1912 is one of the iconic events of the twentieth
century.
When the passenger liner went down in the early
morning of 15th
April over 1500
passengers and
crew were lost.
Two
of
the
deceased have local connections and are
remembered on family memorials in Heavitree
Higher Cemetery.

Henry (Harry) Ryland Dyer was a Senior Assistant Fourth Engineer on the boat and died
aged just 24. He had been born in Jhansi in India before later moving to England.
In around 1903 Dyer started an apprenticeship with Willeys in Exeter while being
educated at the Manual School, part of the Royal
Albert Memorial College.
From 1907 he lived at 43 Mount Pleasant Road
with his parents Henry and Jemima. A talented
footballer he played 11 first team games for Exeter
City in their 1907-8 season.
In early 1908 Dyer joined the White Star Line based
in Southampton. After a short period of shore
employment he was appointed to the Adriatic and
then in 1911 to the Olympic. He joined the Titanic
for its ill-fated journey and his body was never
identified.
Ralph Giles was a second class passenger paying
£13 10s for his ticket. Born in Newton Abbot his
family moved to 12 and then 11 Eaton Place (now
17 Heavitree Road). His father, John William, was a
bookseller and his mother, Louisa let apartments.
Giles was aged 25 when he died. His body
was recovered and he is buried in Fairview
Cemetery, Halifax, Nova Scotia in Canada.
Found among his personal effects were a
silver chain, a nickel watch and a gold ring.
Both Dyer and Giles are also remembered in
Belfast where the fated ship was built. Their
names are on the Titanic memorial next to
Belfast City Hall and on a list of names by
the slipway where the liner was launched.
Martin Weiler
Martin Weiler

The Sacred Trees of Heavitree
On 26th October I attended the latest 'Heavitree Squilometre' performance voted for
by local residents. Interwoven Productions presented an hour long walk around
Heavitree, with interactive dramatic performances designed to teach us about the
history, traditions, myths and legends surrounding some of our oldest trees. Since
many believe that Heavitree itself is named after an ancient tree (in Old English 'heafed
treow' i.e. 'the head, or chief tree', where the heads of criminals were placed), it was
really interesting to have a closer look at some of the important trees in our area. The
drama was wonderful too, with various historical figures making an appearance and
bringing the tour to life, including Heavitree's own Richard Hooker. The trees that were
part of the tour were as follows:

Exeter's Hippocratic Plane Tree: this tree stands in the grounds of the RD&E Hospital.
According to legend, Hippocrates (considered the father of
medicine) taught his pupils underneath a plane tree in Kos.
It is a tradition for medical institutions to have a plane tree
seeded from (or claimed to be seeded from) this original
plane tree in Kos. In the RD&E's chapel, you can see a cross
made from limbs from Exeter's Hippocratic plane.
Lime/Linden Trees: part of the performance involved dance
underneath the Linden trees in St Michaels churchyard.
Linden trees are sometimes used to make tea, and the tree
has many symbolic meanings according to German folklore,
including being linked to peace and justice (meetings used
to be held underneath these trees) and to Freja, the
goddess of truth and love.
The Heavitree Yew: the deadly poisonous Yew
tree is found in many churchyards, its evergreen
leaves and longevity seen as a symbol for
eternal life. The yew was named as one of the
50 most important trees in the country to mark
the Queen's Golden Jubilee year and is thought
to be at least 500 years old.
Heavitree's Oak Trees: Of all the trees in Britain
and Ireland the Oak is considered king; our
country was once covered by Oak forests. Druids have always been associated with
sacred groves, holding their rituals and
meetings there, and it is even thought that the
word 'Druid' might be derived from ‘knowledge
of the oak’ or ‘Wise Ones of the Oakwood’.
Some important Oak trees in Heavitree are the
newly-planted Oak, which is part of the artwork
'Voices of Heavitree' adjacent to the Royal Oak
Pub, the Coronation Oak, in Heavitree Pleasure
Ground, planted in 1911 to commemorate the
coronation of King George V and Queen Mary,
and the grove of oaks in the Pleasure Ground.
For more information about future events in
Heavitree, or to sign up to the Squilometre
newsletter, you can phone 07855 935137 or
visit the following website:
www.interwovenproductions.weebly.com
Sally Robinson

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS - WHAT'S IN STORE?
A full programme of meetings has been arranged for the next year. Please make a note
of the dates and come and join us. Here's a flavour of what is in store.
Our next meeting, on Tuesday 8 December, has a very local feel. Richard Holladay is
Chairman of the Exeter Local History Society and is going to speak about his family
roots in and around Heavitree.
Richard says "I was born in Spicer Road and spent much of my childhood there and in
Whipton Lane and Whiteway Drive. My father lived in Spicer Road from about 1943
until 2004/5. He only moved once in that whole period and that was 100 yards across
the road!"
The talk, which will start at 7.30pm in the Rifford Room at Heavitree Parish Church, will
be illustrated with photographs from Richard's collection.
The first meeting of 2016 will be a bit different. On Tuesday 8 March (7.30pm) we will
be visiting Exeter's Historic Guildhall for a guided tour. The City Council is checking if
there any Heavitree related items amongst the collection of civic memorabilia held
there. The Guildhall is of special interest as there are claims that it is the oldest
municipal building in England still in use.
We are very grateful to our 'Heavitree' Lord Mayor, Olwen Foggin, for extending the
invitation to us.
Our summer meeting sees us back at the Rifford Room on Wednesday 15 June
(7.30pm) when we are very lucky to have a talk on Richard Ford of Heavitree by
Professor Richard Hitchcock.
Author and Traveller, Richard Ford (1796-1858), lived in Heavitree House. He is well
known for writing the first modern travel guide - to Spain - and is buried in Heavitree
Churchyard.
Richard Hitchcock is Emeritus Professor of Hispano-Arabic Studies at the University of
Exeter. He has written extensively on the history and literature of Muslim Spain.
Richard helped with the project that led to the restoration of Ford's grave.
Our 2016 AGM will be held on Wednesday 7 September.

3rd April 2016, 2pm - Friends of Higher Cemetery - Chinese festivals
23rd May 2016, 6.30pm - Friends of Higher Cemetery - F.W.Meyer, Veitch landscape gardener
8th June 2016, 6.30pm - Friends of Higher Cemetery - William Peter, Exeter Castle Keeper
7th July 2016, 6.30pm - Friends of Higher Cemetery - Devon War Memorials (Todd Gray)
9th August 2016, 6.30pm - Friends of Higher Cemetery - Guided tour of Northernhay &
Rougemont gardens and the castle gatehouse
3rd September 2016, 2pm - Friends of Higher Cemetery - Early Cinemas of Exeter
If you know of any events that you think members might appreciate, please contact me and I will
include them in this section

Beating the Bounds
1975 - Does anyone
recognise any of these
faces? Especially the lad
being 'bounced'? Please
get in touch with Terry
Bound if you do (he will
have a larger version of
the photo to view at
our next meeting)
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Non History Society Events
3rd December 2015, 2pm - Exeter Civic Society - Visit to Eon Power-generating plant for
Cranbrook
10 December 2015, 7pm - Exeter History Society - 60 Years of City Centre Retailing 1880 – 1940
8th January 2016, 11am - Exeter History Society - Visit to Barnfield Theatre and Barnfield Hall
30th January 2016, 10.30am - Exeter Civic Society - Visit to Bellair & County Hall
11th February 2016 - Exeter History Society - Lost Exeter: Sydney Endicott's Watercolours
27th February 2016, 11am- Exeter Civic Society - Visit to Custom House at the Quay
20th March 2016, 2pm - Friends of Higher Cemetery - A tour of the original cemetery grounds.

www.heavitreelocalhistorysociety.co.uk

